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Listen Up! 
Do you assume that your pupils listen to music? A little knowledge of what pupils actually listen to can go a long way. Increased rapport, motivation and improved performance are just some of the benefits…

Musical aptitude, ability – even involvement – are not always easy to gauge, given the half-an-hour (sometimes twenty minute) weekly window of insight that a lesson supplies. Yet teachers regularly and instinctively make judgements that can shape or break musical progress. Here are some examples:
   Sara’s teacher is full of praise: ‘…a lovely quiet girl, conscientious and practises regularly despite G.C.S.E. pressures – she sailed through her grade 7 [classical]’
Nathan, also a year 11 student, receives a less glowing report: ‘It’s all there, but he’s not that keen. The grade 2 [jazz] was a struggle – his real interest is his football’. Meanwhile, Keely’s teacher seems puzzled, if resigned to her nine year old pupil’s achievement: ‘…never practices, wants to do grade two, and she has the facility, but only the ‘C’ list or ‘easy to play’ pieces seem to raise the faintest spark of interest’.
   Sara obviously appears to be the most committed to music, Nathan and Keely less so. These may seem sensible enough conclusions, but knowledge of how these students interact with music outside the lesson reveals a rather different picture. 
   Sara listens to the local radio station ‘if it happens to be on’, never listens to classical music, and owns hardly any printed music or CDs. Her only experience of live music is playing in the end of term school concert. Nathan has a vast CD collection ‘mainly popular, alternative bands’ which he has downloaded to his iPod. He plays along to tracks at home and regularly attends live gigs. Keely has a keyboard in her bedroom. Her mum times her practices from downstairs. None of the family choose to listen to music, but they do attend musicals from time to time. Keely bought an ‘easy-to-play’ version of ‘Lion King’ with her own pocket money, but found it a ‘bit tricky’.
   Taking listening preferences into account, Nathan now appears to show most musical involvement. There are gaps between Sara’s listening and playing styles which need remedying. Keely’s music-making occurs alone and unnoticed and isn’t encouraging her to make connections between her playing and listening at all. 
   Despite the easy availability of stylistically varied material, students may still play music that they feel unconnected to in everyday life. If students existing tastes are neither known, nor fledgling ones nurtured, this gap between playing and listening can result in instruments being given up, and future openness to a range of music being lost. Teachers can reduce this divide between listening and playing – but only if they’re aware of a divide in the first place. 

Is there a listening crisis?
   Some researchers believe that the way many people listen – particularly those under about 35 – is changing. A study by psychologists at Leicester University monitored 346 people for two weeks to explore how they related to music. Music emerged as something that was passively listened to -‘sonic wallpaper’ that was barely perceived, and used mainly to pass the time. The findings suggest that the increased accessibility of music – for example via internet downloading - means it’s easy to take it for granted. As Dr. North, the leader of the study comments; ‘music has become a soundtrack to everyday life, rather than something life-changing and special…this could explain the popularity of TV talent shows such as X-Factor and Fame Academy, which give viewers a rare chance to engage and appreciate music and live performance which is missing for today’s “iPod generation”.
   Both teachers in schools and visiting performers have noted increasing instances of poor listening skills. Quite simply, it seems more difficult to gain and hold children’s attention. Author, musician and storyteller Rob Parkinson believes this change has been gradual; ‘Ten years ago, it was usual for some children to turn their heads, or even come over to look if I was warming up on the harp or lute before a performance. Now they have to have a frame put around things – be told ‘listen, this is music!’ before they’ll make the effort. Even teachers can seem curiously oblivious – people are so habituated to musical sound…’ 
   Dr. Aric Sigman blames television for encouraging a short attention span. Children get to expect regular breaks for adverts, and a fast visual pace, together with constant cuts and changing camera angles can lead to attentional exhaustion – perhaps even contributing to ADHD. He refers to a five year study by the Broadcasting Standards Commission which concluded that ‘television has become the ‘background noise’ for a generation of children who no longer regard the radio as required listening – like a ‘noisy lightbulb’ that is never switched off’. When the internet, computers, DVDs, Videos and interactive mobile ‘phones and personal stereos are added to the equation, it’s not surprising that the ability to listen might be more than a little blunted.
    
‘Hidden’ listening practices
Given such a bleak picture, maybe it’s a relief to know that music’s listened to (let alone played!) at all. In fact, it seems, a lot of listening does occur, and not all of it of the ‘sonic wallpaper’, barely noticed variety. In particular, those who play instruments have a better chance of keying into music that’s around them. 
   The culture that we’re part of tends to influence the ways in which we listen to music. As Ethnomusicologist Judith Becker explains, ‘most of our styles of listening have been learned through unconscious imitation of those who surround us and with whom we continually interact.’ She coins the term ‘habitus’ to describe this tendency to listen in a particular way without thinking about it. 
   Becker’s comments are borne out by a 2001 study of everyday music listening run by Keele University; only 2% of experiences involved listening to music as a main activity. Lead researcher John Sloboda concluded that the concentrated focused listening, familiar in concerts was not the norm for most people. Instead, in typically 21st century manner, attention was distributed ‘across a complex situation of which music is only a part’.
   Doing something else whilst listening to music doesn’t always mean switching off from it. Outside the lesson context, music can be a surprisingly highly valued part of everyday life. The following are just some of the uses identified by students:
	To handle emotions that they can’t express in words, and to alter moods.  
	To create a personal and private space that they can  relax in. 
	To improve concentration, aid exercise, provide total absorption. 
	 To increase or decrease thought.
	To find a sense of identity and forge friendships through shared tastes. 
   Music is often listened to while on the move – commonly a tedious journey to school or work. Apart from blocking out unwanted noise, it can:
	alter the way time seems to pass 
	encourage a visual way of listening, giving a fresh take on familiar surroundings.
	transport the listener ‘somewhere else’ through imagination. 
   Students can be fiercely protective of their music, dreading the possible loss of their iPods or CD collections. It’s not always the case that ‘any music will do’ – research shows that self-chosen music is key to involved listening. 
Getting to know a pupil’s listening background seems to provide a missing link that places weekly lessons in a much broader context. Crucially, it can help teachers to assess potential more accurately.  

What teachers can do
Psychologist John Sloboda maintains that it’s through informal listening – not training - that we get to know the structure and syntax of the music surrounding us. This process begins in childhood. These days, however, with a bombardment of both aural and visual impacts, over stimulated ears that are used to ignoring sound may benefit from some sort of re-orientation to listening. Here are some tips to bridge the divide between playing and listening:
	Find out when, where and what students listen to. This will give a good idea of their existing connection to music. It also avoids situations like Sara’s where she was gaining no listening experience of the classical repertoire she obviously enjoyed playing, simply because her teacher thought she was already familiar with it.
	Share music. Akio Morita, founder of the Sony Company, insisted that the first Walkmans should have two headphone jack sockets because he believed it would be considered rude or discourteous for one person to listen alone. He quickly realised his error! Because listening is now often an individual activity, students may not hear the range of music they might have thirty years ago, when the strains of the family radio or stereo were harder to ignore. These days, teachers and their students sometimes swap compilations – a great chance for both sides to get to know more music.
	Transcribe CDs and encourage pupils to use internet sheet music sites. It’s sometimes tricky to find a printed source for a favourite track – or too expensive to buy the whole album. Pupils also enjoy the process of evolving their own versions. Online sites may offer basic – if not always accurate - arrangements.
	Finally, get students to hear some live music. It’s always startling to find out how many don’t. Lone instrumentalists such as pianists are particularly at risk.

The benefits of music (including listening).
Music’s status within education is notoriously variable. Teaching music in the wrong place on a bad day, it can seem as if the 19th century has returned and music has become regarded once more as one of a trio of anachronistic man-pulling ‘extras’ (along with drawing and needlework). It’s reassuring then, to be reminded of how important music actually is. And helping students to extend the range and quality of their listening has ramifications far beyond music itself.
   The infamous ‘Mozart effect’ research claim that ‘music makes you smarter’ may have been misguided, but it is now certain that learning an instrument – and that includes listening to music – can improve concentration, memory, stamina, fine motor control, creativity, emotional regulation, self-image and social skills. That seems more than enough for now.
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